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1. MESSAGE FROM THE FOUNDER

Over the last year we have all lived through a significant moment in humanity.  
After three years of research and development on our learning approach, 
all achieved principally on a volunteer, pro-bono basis, in the Spring we were 
finally ready to implement our gender equality education program for 
refugee children in East Africa. Then Covid came into our lives and the world 
was put on a pandemic standstill, a by-product of which, the disappearance of 
all our forecasted program-implementing funding.
Therefore, we remained on a volunteer, pro-bono basis and concentrated our 
efforts. Focusing on constantly advancing our educational research, training 
teachers and educators where possible and implementing our learning 
approach through distance-education for schoolchildren where feasible. This 
was a period where much was learned, where in line with the UN’s 2030 SDG’s, 
we further streamlined our teaching methodology and enhanced even more our 
programs.
I am so proud of what we have done so far and we what we are going to do, 
moving forward to obtain long-term sustainability & real-world impact for 
tens of thousands of girls and children living in marginalized communities 
in Africa and around the world. I thank all of the Y T T  team, our funders, 
partners and supporters. Together as one we will go on, continuing this 
extraordinary educational and human journey.

Bryan Mc Cormack
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Our overarching mission as a global 
education NGO is to develop and 
implement our unparalleled, art-
based, Y T T  Gender-Equality 
learning approach, through in-
country educatorsfrom Refugee-
Led-Organizations, to teach gender-
equality specifically for
girls/children/women living in 
marginalized communities (refugee 
settlements) around the world.

2. MISSION STATEMENT



3. VISION
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A world in which 
every single 
refugee girl, 
woman and child is 
empowered through 
the ytt Gender-
equality education 
program.

“

”
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This last year, due to the pandemic, was one where we focused more on the 
refinement of our educational programs including our online/distance-learning 
approach and for obvious reasons, less so on implementing them “physically” on-
site so even in these complicated
times we accomplished an enormous amount.
We had initially started our on-site program for the 2nd year running, on equality 
and non-discrimination education for Italian school children just before Covid 
hit Europe, but then suddenly all the schools shutdown. So we readapted our 
program to an online/distance-learning format that reached 400 children (10-13 
years old) and their teachers in these primary schools :
Istituto Comprensivo Artemisia Gentileschi Primary School, Istituto Comprensivo 
Simonetta Salacone Primary School, Istituto Comprensivo Nando Martellini 
Primary, School, Istituto Comprensivo Stefanelli Primary School, Istituto San 
Giovanni Bosco delle FMA Primary School,Istituto Comprensivo Salacone-
Pisacane Primary School, Istituto Comprensivo Regina Elena Primary School, 
Istituto Comprensivo Aldo Manuzio Primary School, Istituto Comprensivo Filippo 
Smaldone Primary School and the Istituto Comprensivo Pisacane Primary School.

4. WHAT WE HAVE 
DONE THIS YEAR
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We ran non-discrimination, gender-equality 
education training sessions for pre-service 
teachers and educators to reduce prejudice 
in schools regarding ethnicity, gender, 
disabilities, etc. (both online and on-site) at 
Sapienza University in Rome.
We presented our work and the YTT 
learning approach at a number of (mostly 
online) international academic and 
humanitarian conferences :
“Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow”, The 
International Federation of Red Cross and 
Red Crescent Societies.
“Supporting Refugee Populations” at the 
University of East Anglia, Norwich, UK.
“Dialogue Sessions on Human-Rights”, The 
Culture and Creativity Research Institute, 
Sheffield Hallam University, Sheffield, UK.
“YTT for new narrations about diversity”, 
Trans-Med Fall School, Roma Tre 
University, Rome, Italy.
“Understanding difference in the world : 
The YTT learning approach”, at Roma Tre 
University along with MUSED, Rome, Italy.

We wrote articles about our learning 
approach in the international press, 
including :“The YTT Learning Approach” 
for ENGAGE Magazine.

We have continually posted the YTT visual 
language (giving voice to the voiceless) on 
our three social media accounts, reaching 
thousands of people.

Concerning our program research, with 
our research partners from Roma Tre 
and Sapienza Universities, we directed 
our attention specifically on starting to 
develop a YTT Gender-Equality Education 
program for refugee girls/children/women 
living in refugee settlements
in East Africa.
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These programs are specifically developed for marginalized communities and are the point 

zero  from which to move forward, as a lack of gender-equality knowledge, understanding 
and rights, completely impairs girls/children/women from taking the first steps to personal 
development, formal-education, safety and community-life improvement.

5. PROGRAMS

Our art-based gender-equality and Non-discrimination 
education programs cover the 2030 SDG’s, in particular :  

GOAL

4
GOAL

5
GOAL

10
GOAL

(Gender Equality)(Quality Education)  (Reducing Inequality) (Peace, Justice, and 
Strong Institutions)

16
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they tackle the 
very essence of 
gender-inequality 
and discrimination.

Our 
programs
are unique 

Which is a lack of 
understanding 
derived from 
innate prejudice 
i.e. a preconceived 
opinion that is not 
based on reason 
nor experience. 

It is only by addressing this root 
cause that we can seriously advance 

empowerment for girls, 
women and children. 
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That is why, together with experts 
from several renowned Universities 
in the fields of Educational Science, 
Art and Psychology, we have solely 
worked on researching, developing 
and implementing a learning approach 
that removes innate prejudice and 
increases profound understanding 
of gender-equality and humanrights. 
All our programs are implemented 
by collaborating-with, training and 
transferring the programs, learning 
approach and skills to locally-based 
educators. Through on-going training 
both on-site & online, lesson-programs, 
program evaluation/monitoring tools and 
monthly online support, local educators 
can concretely and effectively teach 
gender-equality and non-discrimination 
education to girls/children/women in 
informal learning environments.

We believe that to obtain 
long-term sustainability 
& real-world impact, 
it is necessary to work 
hand in hand developing 
and implementing our 
programs with locally-
based instructors coming 
from Refugee-Led-
Organizations (RLO’s) 
and/or Community-  Based-
Organizations (CBO’s).
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6. FINANCIAL REPORTS

As Y T T  is a 
French-registered 
and Paris-based 
NGO, our financial 
report is in French, 
prepared by the 
French independent 
auditor EXPONENS 
Conseil & Expertise. 
For an English 
language version, 
please contact Y T T.
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Unfortunately, Covid is still very much a presence in our 
daily lives and the lives of everyone around the globe which 
of course continues to limit our onsite work in refugee 
camps – which is at the heart of what we do. Therefore with 
that in mind, we will continue to work online which is more 
adapted to formal school structures, rather than the informal 
settings of refugee sites, training teachers and implementing 
our gender-equality and non-discrimination education 
programs for school-children. We will also continue our 
general educational research & development and more 
specifically on our YTT Gender-Equality Education program 
for refugee girls/children/women living in refugee
settlements in East Africa.
We will also carry-on participating in academic and 
humanitarian conferences as well our constant posting of the 
YTT visual language on social media. And when of course, 
Covid permits, we will be back onsite working in refugee 
settlements particularly in East Africa.

7. OUTLOOK FOR 2021
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8. GOVERNANCE

Founded at the 
end of 2017, we 
are a Paris based, 
French registered 
(Association 1901) 
Global Humanitarian 
Organisation 
developing and 
implementing 
Gender-Equality 
Education inside 
marginalised 
communities around 
the World.

The following policies and documents are available on request : the YTT Governance Policy 
(including the Conflict of Interest Policy), the YTT Legal Registration Certificate, the YTT Procure-
ment Policy, the YTT Accounting Policy, the YTT HR Policy, the YTT Background Screening Policy 
& the YTT Fraud, Bribery and Corruption Policy.
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Yesterday-Today-Tomorrow (YTT)
29 rue Clavel,
Paris 75019,

France

E-mail 
yesterdaytodaytomorrowbmc@gmail.com

Website 
https://www.yttassociation.org/

Yesterday 
Today 

Tomorrow

 - YTT

@Yester_Today_T Yesterday_Today_

Tomorrow(YTT)

9. CONNECT WITH US


